
This week:  

This week we discuss Bitcoin/Dollar and the wipeout of leveraged traders following 
the largest notional pullback since March of last year. We also discuss 
Ethereum/Dollar with a focus on the USD and BTC pair breakouts, taking the former 
close to new all-time highs. We also discuss the OCC news and the reaction to watch 
from the market.

Our altcoin analysis this week is more DeFi-centric than before. First, we discuss 
Dogecoin market cycles and its new trading range. We then focus on the strength in 
DeFi in light of Bitcoin and Ethereum volatility, and what this means for altcoins. We 
provide technical overviews of SushiSwap, UniSwap, and Polkadot as our pairs to 
watch for this week. There’s also some commentary on choosing support/resistance 
structures during new all-time highs.

https://coinmarketcap.com/coins/views/all/
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Dear reader,

Thank you for subscribing to TechnicalRoundup. We are grateful for your readership 
and hope that you stay with us for many future issues.

The premise behind this newsletter is simple: you get all your high time frame charts 
for the most important digital assets in one place. Same place, same time, every 
week.

Whether you are a short-term trader looking for a bias heading into the week, or a 
cautious investor trying to get a sense for this new asset class, we are confident that 
there is something you will find valuable in the coming pages.

We are not a signals service. That much is obvious. What we can offer you, however, 
is something better: a logical framework, a consistent method, and robust analysis. 
Every week.

We are not perfect. We will get things wrong. When we do, you will know because we 
will discuss them thoroughly. If the markets are unclear or uninteresting, we will not 
force out analysis that we do not believe to be compelling. Whilst we can not promise 
perfection, we will do our utmost to be honest and transparent.

Enough text, you must want to see some charts at this point!

We hope you enjoy TechnicalRoundup.

If for any reason you do not, or have feedback for us of any kind, it will be graciously 
received via email at letters@technicalroundup.com.
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1. Bitcoin - Leverage Wiped, What
Next?

 

https://www.tradingview.com/x/ryrcmjay/

Every strong trend has reluctant participants.

By ‘reluctant participants’ we mean those traders that understand the underlying 
strength/weakness in a market but are not rushing to participate because they feel 
that the move is extended/exaggerated/overbought/unsustainable, and other such 
language.

There’s nothing wrong with that view per se, as long as one is not imposing one’s 
view on the market by trading counter-trend and/or sitting out of the market during 
its best-performing periods. 

With that said, Monday’s price action just about ticked all the boxes for those 
arguing that the market needed to cool off. With that price action came a collective 
$1.3bn in long liquidations across cryptocurrency futures markets, with Bitcoin 
long-side liquidations accounting for $936m of that figure. 1

At the time of writing, most of the sell-off has been erased and price is resting near 
Monday’s open.

As remarkable as it may seem to suggest given recent volatility, not much has 
changed beyond the liquidation of overleveraged participants. No meaningful 
structure has developed or been broken on the daily time frame. Higher time frames 
than that are unaffected. Intraday traders are relishing the volatility.
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For those more price action oriented, some useful reference points may be the yearly 
and monthly open (around $29000) and wherever the high and low of today close, 
given an inside day is likely.

Some consolidation may be in order, but even that is not guaranteed. We must stick 
to ‘up until proven otherwise’ and the market is yet to prove otherwise for higher 
time frame participants.



https://blog.bybit.com/announcements/updates/strategy-alert-upgrade/?source=kol&medium=paid_content&campaign=strategyalert2&content=en_newsletter&term=tru


2. Ethereum - Bullish News Beneath
All-Time Highs

 

https://www.tradingview.com/x/NiAGLXge/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/uy2flPyx/
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Ethereum had a very strong week. The USD pair gained over 40% from open to close 
and outperformed Bitcoin in that period as well.

The BTC pair technicals are clear, but cannot be viewed in isolation to the USD pair. 
At the time of writing, price is retesting resistance at ₿0.03139 following a very 
strong move off the lows. We mentioned in TechnicalRoundup December #5 that 
breaking this level would be a strong sign of reversal given it would constitute a 
weekly shift in market structure i.e. a higher high after a period of lower highs and 
lower lows. This weekly close will be telling in that regard. A higher high through 
₿0.03139 would pave the way to the top of the high time frame range at ₿0.0393-
₿0.0409. 

Going back to the first point about the USD pair, Ethereum/Dollar is close to its 
previous all-time high. If price breaks that level, we’d expect significant momentum 
continuation (like we saw in Bitcoin/Dollar) and for Ethereum to outperform Bitcoin 
in this all-time high breakout window.

The USD pair has been strong. There is little to add to the analysis of the preceding 
weeks, which has been ‘up until proven otherwise’. No such proof has emerged at the 
time of writing. The new technical level that we’ve added i.e. the updated trend 
support following the breakout, rests at $755. Otherwise, our focus is on the all-time 
high. In our view, the all-time high is less a level of technical support/resistance and 
more an area into (or ahead of) which we’d expect some chasing of price in 
anticipation of the breakout.

There was also some positive news from U.S. regulators. The primary banking 
regulator (OCC) issued new guidance allowing banks to use stablecoins as a 
settlement infrastructure 2 . This is a positive development generally but is 
particularly relevant to the Ethereum ecosystem given that USDC is very common in 
yield farming protocols, stablecoin pools, and the like. Our insight with regard to this 
news is the following. We expect the market to react positively, assuming the 
underlying trend is unchanged. 

In a bull market, bad news is absorbed and good news is bought up (broadly 
speaking). Red flags form when bad news begins to have a market impact (when it 
didn’t previously) and/or good news does not have a positive effect on price. 
Something to keep an eye out for.



3. Elon Musk and Dogecoin Market
Cycles

 

https://www.tradingview.com/x/3k2zB099/

Dogecoin is still the face of the cryptocurrency altcoin space, at least for more 
seasoned speculators.

The primary reason for this is that it embodies the quintessential nature of some of 
the instruments we speculate on. That is to say, it can do absolutely nothing, and still 
go up (a lot).

Dogecoin cycles have historically been quite well-defined. It’s almost a textbook 
‘Market Cycles 101’ example. Until recently, at least.

Due to its innate memeness, Dogecoin is often on the receiving end of attention from 
those outside of the crypto space. Elon Musk has tweeted about it more than once 
and even edited his bio to read that he’s the former CEO of the project. ‘FinTok’ (the 
finance arm of creators on TikTok) has also led some ‘meme campaigns’ involving 
the cryptocurrency. 

These factors have slightly soiled Dogecoin’s market cycles more recently, but 
memes aside, it’s still a pretty useful proxy for altcoin risk appetite in crypto.

As for the technicals, price bounced from support at 15 satoshi. This bounce ended up 
right at resistance (36 satoshi) but in doing so reclaimed the bottom of that same 
range at 22 satoshi. In other words, price has reentered a range (22-36 satoshi) and 
the nearest support is the range low (22 satoshi).
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An important caveat in playing this range is that the last 6 or so rallies retraced after 
the first impulse and never offered a second one. This makes a ‘dip and continue’ 
setup at 22 satoshi less likely to be successful, but it’s support nonetheless.

More generally, outside of trading Dogecoin, it’s still something that we recommend 
traders add to their watchlists. Dogecoin market cycles provide good information 
and context to altcoin trading even if you don’t directly trade the cycles themselves.



4. DeFi - Herd Immunity to Bitcoin
Volatility

 

 

Defying Bitcoin Volatility  

As discussed last week, it is very much worth paying attention to how altcoins 
behave during volatility in the majors.

Generally, volatility in the majors (specifically Bitcoin) is inversely correlated with 
altcoin performance i.e. Bitcoin volatility up, altcoin prices down. Needless to say 
that framework isn’t perfect, and making good altcoin choices often comes down to 
finding the exceptions or outliers to the rule, that is to say, the altcoins which hold 
up the best during Bitcoin volatility.

Those which show even relative strength when altcoins are suffering make for prime 
choices when the market mean reverts.

When XRP sold off, outliers were far and few between (namely Litecoin, actually). 
More recently, during the Bitcoin sell-off, a lot of altcoins held up very well and in 
most cases didn’t break support or erase much of their gains.

This is a good hint as to how the market is likely viewing risk more broadly. Dips in 
the majors are seen as dip-buying opportunities even in riskier crypto assets, as 
evidenced by the strength across so many altcoins the day after Bitcoin and 
Ethereum corrected significantly.
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SushiSwap Continuation  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/pQ0Wgfav/

SuhiSwap/USD has continued to move higher.

As per TechnicalRoundup December #5, support at $2.328-$2.462 did its job and 
price has continued to offer higher highs and higher lows.

On lower time frames, this also looks like a shift from ranging conditions back to 
trending conditions.

As for the technicals, there’s not much on the resistance side structurally now that 
the cluster between $2.5-$3 has been largely cleared. We may see some profit-taking 
at round numbers or ‘psychological resistance levels’, but that’s the extent of it. As 
for support, the rules are unchanged: bullish as long as breakout levels hold, with the 
nearest one being that same $2.328-$2.462 area.

If price establishes support higher up, we’ll be sure to update our charts accordingly.
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Uni Breakout  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/5ASkGtSD/

Uniswap/USD has broken out and offered a masterclass in range trading while doing 
so.

Price has broken resistance at $5.15 with the next level of resistance being the top of 
the range at $6.93 (or $7 more broadly).

As before, in a (fast-moving) bull market we generally expect breakout levels to hold 
and act as support. Accordingly, for trend continuation and as the nearest level of 
daily support, $5.15 must hold. We expect strong support therein. If it fails, then 
price will likely reach for the do-or-die level at $4.

A quick qualifier is useful when discussing altcoins, especially Altcoin/Stablecoin 
pairs offered on margin. In most cases, these pairs aren’t as liquid as what you’re 
used to (if you trade Bitcoin or Ethereum) and your market impact will likely be 
greater. Also, as seen in the market-wide XRP sell-off, order books can get really 
thin in those cases (with spreads you can drive a train through) and so your stop loss 
order/calculated exit price may fill far worse than expected in those events. 

Be aware of these risks and don’t feel the need to YOLO your net worth into a basket 
of altcoins on margin. It has seldom ended well for anyone. Especially if you’re 
higher time frame bullish and more geared towards longer holding periods etc., 
consider spot exposure so that you can’t get liquidated.
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Polkadot Trend Levels  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/f9Q1cV7P/

Another common request for our DeFi watchlist is Polkadot. Not too surprising, 
given its performance in the past weeks.

With instruments in a strong trend, there are two types of levels to be aware of. Both 
are important but serve different purposes. 

First, lower time frame and less developed technical structures. In a fast-moving 
trend, there isn’t always the luxury of having historical levels or extended 
consolidations to work with. Accordingly, the standard for structures is lower and 
structures which aren’t as clear start working very well, because the market has 
nothing else to rely on. Intraday support/resistance levels, lower time frame market 
structures, small clusters/shorter ranges, high time frame candle opens, faster-
moving moving averages etc. become the go-to tools in these cases. 

Second, higher time frame pullback levels. These are the so-called obvious levels 
that are left in the dust and not retested in the short/medium-term once the market 
enters a trending phase. There’s no requirement for them to be retested, but if the 
market does pull back, they’re often the best, risk-defined opportunities for higher 
time frame trading.

As mentioned, both are relevant. 

When the market is setting new highs constantly, you can be ‘locked out’ of a market 
completely if your only frame of reference is historical levels that have minimal 
relevance to participants then and there. At least having an open mind to use new 
levels as they merge, even if they’re not as clear, ensures that you can interpret price 
action and stay in the market as opposed to simply switching off until a macro 
correction, which isn’t even guaranteed to reach your target in the first place. 
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1. https://coinalyze.net/futures-data/global-charts/bitcoin/ ↩

2. https://twitter.com/jerallaire/status/1346233132396257282 ↩

At the same time, forgetting the higher time frames and only focusing on the short-
term can be dangerous. If you ignore high time frames and bet big on intraday 
structures, you won’t know that a high time frame correction has kicked in until it’s 
too late if you keep buying every mediocrity on the way down.

Returning to Polkadot/USD with that framework in mind, two levels are relevant. 
Price discovery support is the cluster at $8.28-$9.23. As long as that holds, bullish 
continuation without much of a macro pullback is likely. If it fails, the high time 
frame traders will likely get a chance for a punt at the breakout level closer to $6 
($5.89-$6.27).
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